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Abstract. In this paper one characterization of linear indexed languages based on controlling 
linear context-free grammars with context-free languages and one based on homc.morphic images 
of context-free languages are given. By constructing a generator for the family cf linear indexed 
languages. it is shown that this family is a full principal semi-AFL. Furthermore t Parikh theorem 
for linear indexed languages is stated which implies that there are indexed languages which are 
not linear. 
1. Introduction 
Indexed gr.jmmars andl languages were introduced by Aho [l] as an extension of 
context-free grammars and languages. We will call indexed grammars linear, if the 
right side of each production contains at most one variable. The family of languages 
generated by these grammars is called the family of linear indexed languages and 
will be studied in this paper. Linear indexed languages properly contain the context- 
free languages. 
In the context-free case, linear languages have the following characterizations: 
( I) A context-free language is linear iff it can be obtained by a linear context-free 
grammar controlled with a regular set. (This characterization is trivial.) 
(2) A context-free language is linear iff it is of the form { h,~w)h( w)‘( w E U}, 
where h,, 11, are homomorphisms and U is a regular set. 
In Section 3 we will show that by replacing ‘regular’ by ‘context-free’ in this 
characterization we will obtain exactly the family of linear indexed languages. 
Furthermore, it is known that the family of linear context-free languages is a fu19 
principal trio, whici? is equivalent to a full principal semi-AFL. We will show that 
this holds for the family of linear indexed languages too. In Section 4 we will 
construct, starting with the semi-Dyck set D2 and using the characterizations obtained 
in Section 3, a generator for this family. 
In Section S it will be shown that the images of linear indexed languages under 
Parikh mappings are semilinear sets. This implies that the familJ.0 of linear indexed 
langu;lges is a proper subclass of the family of indexed languages. 
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2. Basic definitions and facts 
Classes of languages which can be generated by grammars with a restricted use 
of productions are investigated extensively in the literature (see, e.g., [9]). An example 
of such a grammar with a restricted derivation mode is the controlled (linear) 
grammar given by Khabbaz [7]. Let us first recall this definition in the following form. 
Definition 2.1. Let G = (IV, T, P, S) be a linear context-free grammar, M be a finite 
set, p a function from A4 onto P and L c M* be a language. Then C = (G, p, M, L) 
is called a controlled linear grammar with control function p and control set L. 
If p(m) is the production A + a, then we will write Y)Z : A + a. Let p E P be a 
production and let m E M with p( no j = p. Then we will write u 3,,, c, if L’ can be 
obtained from u by application of p. This notation extends to u + t:, P E M”, in 
the usual manner. The language UC) generated by C k the set t(C) = { ~‘1 WE T* 
and S =& w with ITTE L}. 
L(C’) is a linear context-free language if L is regular. This fact can easily be 
shown using [3, Lemma 2. I] and closure properties of linear context-free !anguages. 
Converse%, every linear context-free language can be given as L(C), where C is a 
controlieu linear grammar with a regular control set L. This means that the linear 
context-free languages are exactly those languages obtained by controlling linear 
context-free grammars with regular languages. 
Nos- i . : question arises, whether it is possible to characterize those languages 
which . vn be obtained by controlling linear context-free grammars with context-free 
langu..ges. This class of languages is denoted by Y, in [7] and we will show in 
Section 3 that this class is exactly the class of linear indexed languages. 
Aho [I ] introduced indexed grammars and languages. We will state these notions 
in the following ii)rm. 
Definition 2.2. An indexed grammar is a S-tuple G = ( V, T, I, P, S), where 
t I) V, ‘If, / are finite pairwise disjoint sets: the sets of variables, terminals, and 
indices, respectively, 
! 2 1 P is a tinite set of pairs (AJ (Y ), .4 il \I, J’c l u {e), IY c ( VI’ u T)*, tk set of 
productions. (A_/; cr) is denoted by /I/‘+ LY. 
(3) SC: V, the start variable. 
L.ct Lk = 11, !?,~+H& . . . f&&u,, +, ,tiith 11, t T” for i t [ I : k -t I], and f3, t \/: 8, t I* 
for j t- [ I : k] with k :: 0 be an element of (VI* CI T)“, and let y t- I’“. 
Then w set (1 : y .- ul R, p, yzrJS,& y . . . B&ytrL + ,. 
For 14, t’t ( VI*v T)” \frt‘ set 14 =+ c ~tf 14 -= &1,.4jj$~, u = Ii,,((k : y)u~~ with cfr,, &E 
( VI* u TYk and A+ a c I? =$’ is tne n-fold product and +* is the reflexive, 
transitive closure of =+. The language L(G) generated by an indexed 
sf;fmmLtr G -; ( C,: T, I, f, SI is the set L( G) L- { w j w E T* and S a* 1%‘). 
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A language L is called an indexed language iff L = L(G) for an indexed 
grammar G. 
Definition 2.3. An indexed grammar G = ( V, T, I, P, S) is called linear, if the right 
side of each production contains at most one variable. A language P, is called linear 
indexed iff L = L(G) for a linear indexed grammar. 
The grammar given in [ 1, Example I], which generates the indexed language 
{u”h”c* 1 n 3 1). is a linear indexed grammar. Let us give another example. 
Example 2.4. Let G = ({S, A, A’}, {a, b), {.f, g, # }, P, S) with 
P={S+A#, A+a4f, J + bAg, A + A’, A:/ --) A’a, A’g + A’b, A’# -+ e>. 
This grammar generates the language L(G) = {WV 1 M* E {a, b}*}. 
It is easy to see thag the family of linear indexed languages is exactly the family 
of languages generated by RIL-grammars introduced by Aho [J] (for a proof, see 
Parchmann [8]). This implies that the family of context-free languages is a proper 
subclass of the family olc linear indexed languages. 
Recall that a family of languages is called a full trio if it is closed under 
homomorphisms, inverse homomorphisms, and intersections with regular sets. We 
have the ‘Mowing theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. 7Xe .farnily of linear indexed languages is a jtill trio. 
Proof. A grammar-based proof of this theorem can be given in anzlogy to the linear 
context-free case (see, e.g., [6, p. 2831). El 
Now we want to show that the class of linear indexed languages is not clos’:d 
under product and Kleene closure. 
To this end recall (see [ 11) that an indexed grammar G = ( V, T, I, f, S) is called 
RIR-grammar (rightlinear indexed rightlinear) if all productions in P are of one of 
the forms /If + aB, Af+ a or A + aBj; where A, BE V, a E Tu {e; and j’~ I L, (e}. 
In [ 1 J it is shown that RIR-grammars generate exactly the context-free languages. 
We will give another restricted from of indexed grammars which generate exactly 
the context-free languages. 
Definition 2.6. An indexed grammar G = ( V, T, I, P, S) is called a rightlinear indexed 
grammra.7, if each production in P is of one of the form.; _4f-+ lrZ?y or A-f+ u with 
A, HEI V, j’c I u {e}, IA E T”, and YC I*. 
Obviously, each RIR-grammar is a rightlinear indexed grammar. On the other 
hand, it is easy to show that for each rightlinzar indexed grammar there is an 
equivalent RIR-grammar. Therefore we can state the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.7. 
languages. 
Righ tlinear grammars generate exactl? the con text-free 
If we define the analogous notion of a leftlinear indexed grammar, Theorem 2.7 
holds if we replace rightlinear by leftlinear. Now it is easy to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.8. Let The an alphabet, c s! Tand X, Y s T*. [f L = Xc Y is a linear indexed 
language, then X or Y is context+ee. 
Remark. If we replace in this theorem ‘linear indexed’ by ‘linear context-free’ and 
‘context-free’ by ‘regular’, we obtain a well-known theorem for linear context-free 
languages (see, e.g., [5, p. 2221). 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Let G = ( V, T u {(I}, I, I’, S) be a linear indexed grammar with 
L(G) = XcY. Define the following subsets of P: 
p, - {A/‘+ ucv 1 u, v tl T”}, 
Set G, -= ( V, TU {c’), 1, f,, u P,, S) and f_, - L(G,) for i c [ 1 : 31. It is eas:,’ to show that 
L = L, u L3 L) L, holds. Let now S,, Sz : T”cT* + T* be mappings given by .5,( NW) = 14 
and S,( LIC’L;) L ~1. 
The rightlinear indexed gramnar G; -- ( V, T, I, Pi, S) with 
generates S,( L ,). Using Theorem 2.7 we conclude that S,( L,) is context-free. 
The rightlinear indexed grammar Gi = ( V’, T, I, Pi, S) with V’ = Vu { A’j A E V} 
and 
I’_: = {At’+ rrBy 1 /if’+ 1rByt1 E- I’,,} 
generates S,( L,). With the same argument as above, S,(k) is contest-free. 
A simiEar construc‘tion of ;I Ieftline;lr indexed grammar shows that SJ(LX) is 
Context-free too. 
It is now c~sy to show that A’ - S,( L,)u S,( L:) or 1’ = S,( L,) holds. This completes 
the proof. E 
Now we can show the foilowing theorem. 
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Theorem 2.9. The class qf linear indexed languages is not closed under product a:zd 
Kleene closure. 
Proof. Let L = {w’)t’l w E {a, b}“} and f.’ = Lc. Obviously, L’ is a linear indexed 
language. Since L is not context-free, together with Theorem 2.8 we conclude that 
L’L is not a linear indexed language. 
With the same argument, wing properties of a r’ull trio, L’* is not a linear indexed 
language. 0 
3. Characterizatiorls of linear inde.yed languages 
In this section we will give two characterizations of linear indexed languages. Let 
us start with the first characterization which is based on controlling linear context-free 
grammars with context-free languages. The idea is to convert a linear context-free 
grammar with a context-free control language into a linear indexed grammar, where 
the indices are used to simulate leftmost derivations of the control words. 
Theorem 3.1. Let C = (G, p, M, L) be a controlled linear grammar such that L is a 
c( mtext$ee language. Then L(C) is a linear indexed language. 
Proof. Let ci = (N, T, P, S) and let G’ = ( N’, &I, S’, P’) be a context-free grammar 
in G NF (sreibach normal form) with L = L(G’). 
Construct the linear indexed grammar G, = (V, T, I, P,, S,) with V = N u {S,) u 
( F}, I = N’u { # ), and the set of productions P, is defined as follows: 
(I) S,+SS’#E Pi. 
(2) If ?I : A +uBt(E Pand A’-+mBi . . . Bir P’, then AA’-+uBR~ . . . B& P,. 
(3) If m:A-*uE P and A’+mE P’, then AA’+uFE Pi. 
(4) F# + 4 E P,. 
HereA,&N,u,vET*,andA’,B;, ..,BicN’. 
By an easy induction on n one car show: There is a 7r E M* with S *i w,Aw~ 
and S’=Y ‘ITCY according to G and G’ if-I Si +SS’# 3” W,ACY # w2 according to G,. 
Now let w E L(C). Hence there exist wz E M*, 1~1 E M, with S =JT 
M’ , A MI, =q,, M’~ uw2 = MS according to G and S’** TTA’ + rrm according to G’. Since 
1~1: A -+ 14 E P and A’ + rn E P’, we have AA’ + uF E Pi, and together with the induction 
hypothesis we conclude that 
S, * SS’# +* W, AA'# MY? =+ W, uF# MY? + W, UM’~ = w 
huids according to G,. This shows the inclusion L(C) c L( G,). 
Conversely, let w E L( G,), i.e., 
holds according to G,. Therefore there exists m E M with m : A -+ u E P and A’+ m c 
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P’, and with the aid of the induction hypothesis we conclude that 
S+“, w,Aw+ wIuw2= w and S’+” rrA’+ ?rm 
hold according to G and G’ with a suitable ?T E M*. Hence L(GJ c t(C). Cl 
We will now prove that each linear indexed language can be obtained by a linear 
context-free grammar controlled with a context-free language. To this end we need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Each linear indexed language can be generated by a linear indexed 
grammar with the propert_v that in each derivation of a terminal word each introduced 
index will be ccnsumed. Furthermore the kft sides qf all productions are of the form 
A-1; .f # e, except j-jr the start production. 
Proof. Let G, = ( V, T, I, Pi, SJ be a linear indexed grammar. Construct a linear 
indexed grammar G: = ( V’, T, I’, Pi, S:) with V’= Vu {S:, F}, S:, F are new vari- 
ables, I’ = I u { #}, # a new index, and the following set P: of productions: 
(I) s:+s;#E P:. 
(2) A.f-, uByv E P: if A-f --, uByv E P, and .f f e. 
(3) Ag-, uBygc E P: for all g E I’ if .4-+ uBy~ E f,. 
(4) A-f+ uF c P: if A-f’-+ u E P, and _f f e. 
(5) Ag + uFg c PI for all g E I’ if A+ u E_ P,. 
(6) cf + FE Pi for all .f‘c I. 
(7) F# + ec PI. 
Here A, BC V, u, v c- T”, and y f I*:. 
It is errsy to see that L( G,) = L( G:) holds. Furthermore G: has the above-mentioned 
properties. cf 
Now we can prove the following. 
Theorem 3.3. For each linear indexed 
grammar C =- ( G, p, M, L) such that L 
holds. 
grammar G, there exists a controlled linear 
is a c.ontcxt:free language alId L(C) = L(G,) 
Proof. Let G, = ( c/i T, I, P,, S, ) be a linear indexed grammar. Consider G: = 
\ V’, 7I, I’, 1’:. ‘5:) constructed as in Lemm;i 7 _ 2. Define a homomorphism J, : ( V’ u I’ u 
Tj” + ( 1” LJ 7‘)” by &(A) = A, d(j) = c and &a) -= a for all A E \“. j‘c I’ and u E T 
Construct iI linear context-free grammar G = (N, T, f, Si) witl- 
N= V’-{S:} and P={A+&(~)l~~t_+a~f: and A#}. 
C’hoose tin alphabet hl and a surjective function p : M --+ f, i.e., mzrk the productions 
of’ G with ckments of hf. 
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Construct a context-free grammar G’ = (N’, M, S’, P’) with N’ = I’, S’ = # and 
the following set P’ of productions: 
(I) +my~P’if m:A+trBzlEPand Af+uByz~P:, 
(2) #+m if nl: F+eE ?? 
Let L be the context-free language L(G’). Now we have constructed a controlled 
linear grammar C = (G, ~1, M, L). 
By a simple induction on n we can prove: S: + Si# 3” uAy#v according to G: 
iff there exists a 7~ E M* with ITI= n such that Si + UAV according to G and 
# “a ~y# according to G’. (“a denotes a leftmost derivation in n steps.) Here we 
haveu,vET*,AEV’,yEI’*andrcM* . It is now easy to conclude L(C) = L(G:) = 
L(G,), which proves the theorem. @ 
Combining the two forsegoing theorems, we have the following. 
Theorem 3.4. The linear indexed languages are exactiy those languages which can be 
obtained by controlling line~~r context-free grammars with context-free languages. 
Remark. 
with the 
This theorem shows that the family of linear indexed languages coincides 
family -54, introduced by Khabbaz [7], which also implies that the family 
of context-free ianguages (the family Y’(, in [7]) is properly contained in the family 
of linear indexed languages. Furthermore, ;i qecial case of the pumping lemma in 
[7] yields 3 pumping lemma for linear indexed languages. 
Now we will give the second characterization of linear indexed languages. It is 
known that the linear context-free languages are exactly the languagczs 
{ t#Q( rcW,(wR)~ H’ E U}. . R U is a regular set and &,, & are homomorphisms (see 
[5, p. 641). We will sh hat we arrive at the family of linear indexed languages if 
we substitute ‘regular ‘context-free’. 
First we need the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let X, Y be alphabets, 4,) & : X* + IFp( Y”) be context-jke substitutiorzs 
and let L C_ X* be a contextlfree language. Then L, = UW, L +,(w)&(~+)~ is a linear 
indexed language. 
Proof. Let G = (N, X, P, S) be a context-free grammar in CNF with L = L(G). 
Furthermore, for ali a E X let Gy = (NY, Y, P:‘, S:‘) be a context-free grammar in 
GNF with L( G:‘) = &(a) for i E [ 1 : 21. We can assume that the sets N, NY, a E X, 
i E [ 1 : 21 are pairwise disjoint. 
We will now construct a linear indexed grammar which generates L,. To this end 
set 
G,=({#}, Y,I,P,,##! with I=Nu !J (Nf’uNf)u{$} 
(I * s 
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(here # and 4 are new symbols) and define PI as follows: 
(I) The productions # + #S$ and #$ + e are in PI. 
(2) If S+eE P, then #S+#E P,. 
(3) For each production A+ aB, . . . Bk E P with a E X, k 2 0, the production 
#A+#S~S~B,...& isin P,. 
(With the aid of these productions, derivations of words w E L are simulated in 
the index words following #.) 
(4) If ST-,ec P:, then #S+#E PI for aeX, i~[I:2]. 
(5) If D-4&.. E,E Pp, where ad,‘, then #D+b#E, . . . EKE P, with hi Y 
and k*O. 
(6) If D-,bE,... f$.zPT where aEX, then #D+#E,...E’&zP, with kY 
and ka0. 
(With the aid of (4), (5), derivations of words u E &(a), a E X are simulated in 
the index words following #. The same holds for derivations of words L’ E &(a), 
u E X, w.r.t. (4), (6).) 
Obviously G, is a linear indexed grammar. 
To prove L( G,) = L,, we will first show the following three assertions. 
(i) &(a)={uluE Y* and #S;‘+* uk}, and 
&(a)={uluE Y” and #S~~*#uK} for all aeX. 
(ii) &),( w)&( w)~ c_ L(G,) for all w E L. 
(iii) For all u t’ L(G,) there exists a w E L such that u E &,( w)&( ~9)~. 
By easy inductions on 11 one can prove: 
- I> =f’ w holds according to Gp iff # 1. =V W# holds according to G,, where 
c)’ c Y”, and 
- LI 3” w holds according to G’,’ iff #D =Y #w’ holds according to G,, where 
M’f y*. 
This shows (i). 
If A+” ~7, WE X”, holds according to G, then #A a* ZJ, # ry holds according 
to G, for all tyI E C&(W) and 2:~ &(w). This together with (I) of the definition of P, 
proves (ii ). 
If #A 3’ l&f c holds according to G,, where AC N and 11, LYE Y”, tlnen there 
exists a M* E X* with u c +,( w), P z &(w)’ and A +* M’ holds according to G. 
This together with (1) of the definition of f, proves (iii). 
f+om (ii) the inclusion L, c L(G,) t‘ollows. The inverse inclusion follows from 
(iii). This proves the theorem. Le.1 
Corollary 3.6. Let L c X* he 11 cw:te.wJ‘Yee language and let h,, h2 : A’* + Y* be 
homomorphisms. Then L, - {It ,( w)h-,( w)" ) \I* E L} i.s a linear indexed language. 
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Let us now give our second characterization of linear indexed languages. 
Theorem 3.8. 1” L I c Y* is a linear indexed language, then there exists av alphabet 
X, a context-free language L G X* and two homomorphisms h,, h2: X* + Y* such that 
L, = {h,(w)h,( w)RI w E L} holds. 
Proof. Let G, = (V, Y, I, PI, S) be a linear indexed grammar with L1 = L(G,). Let 
PI9 P2, l ’ l 9 pk be the productions in I? Set X = {p,, . . . , pk} and define a rightlinear 
indexed grammar G = (V, X, I, P, S) and homomorphisms h,, h,: X*+ Y* in the 
following way: 
(a) If p, : Af + uByv, then Af +piBl t P, h,(p;) = u and h2( pi) = vR. 
(b) If pi: 4f’* U, then /4f+pi E f?, h,(pi)= u and h,(pi)= e. 
L = L(G) is context-free since G is a rightlinear indexed grammar. 
Obviously we have the following connections between derivations according to 
G, and G: If S +* 7 holds according to G, then S + h,( rr)h,( rr)R holds according 
to G,. 
If S +* v, v E Y”, holds according to G,, then there exists a ATE X* with 
h,( rr)h2( r)R = o and S 3* VT holds according to G. 
Therefore, we conclude L, = { h,( w)h2( w)R( w E L}, which proves the theorem. Cl 
Combinin!: Theorems 3.5 and 3.8 we arrive at our second characterization of 
linear indexed languages. 
Theorem 3.9. A language L , c Y* is a linear indexed language if there exists an 
alphabet X, a con textTfree language L c X * and two homomorphisms h, , h-, : X * + Y *, 
such that L1 = {h,( w)h,(w)R( w E L} holds. 
This characterization yields the following closure property of linear indexed 
languages. 
Theorem 3.10. The class of linear indexed languages is closed under context-free 
substitutions. 
4. A generator for linear indexed languages 
As mentioned in Section 2, the family of linear context-free languages and linear 
indexed languages are full trios. Furthermore, it is known that the family of linear 
context-free languages is generated by any symmetric language S,,, n 2 2. Here Sn 
is the linear context-free language generated by the linear context-free grammar 
G, = ({S}, X,#, P,, S), where Xn = {x,, x’, , . . . , x,, x:,} is a paired alphabet and P,, = 
{S + xiSxi 1 i E [ 1 : n]} u (S + e}. This implies, that the family of linear context-free 
languages is a full principal semi-AFL (for these notions, see, e.g., [2] or [4]). 
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In this section we will prove that the family of linear indexed languages is a full 
principal semi-AFL too. Let us first outline the idea of the proof. We already know 
that the linear indexed languages are exactly those languages which can be obtained 
by control!ing linear context-free grammars with context-free languages 
(Theorem 3.4). 
Now let L, be a linear indexed language. There exists a controlled linear grammar 
C = (G, CL, M, L)+ L context-free, with L, = L(C). For each wl E L, there exists a 
word m, . . . mkm E L and a derivation 
jrrlk ulu2 . . . uhAkvk . . . t’,ul q,, uI . . . ukuvk . . . vi = wI (*) 
according to G. Therefore we can obtain uq in the following way: According to 
7r=m, . . . mhm E L we generate the prefix uI . . . uku of ~7~ and then, according to 
K 
7T =. rnmk . . . m, we generate the suffix uk . . . uI of CS’~. 
From the Chomsky-Schiitzenberger Theorem for context-free languages we know 
that, given L, t.here exist n 2 2, a regular language U and a homomorphism di such 
that t = b( D,, r U) holds. Here I),, is the semi-Dyck language over the paired 
alphabet X,, = {AT,, -xc{, . . . , x,,, x:,}. Therefore n E: L can be given as d( M’), M* E- D,, n U. 
Moreover, 4 &an be chosen as an alphabetic homomorphism, i.e.. 14(x)1 s i for all 
.Y (Z x,,. 
Now consider the language D,,, - ( M#’ IV’ 1 w E D,,), where k: ti X,,. From Corollary 
3.7 we know that D,,l is a linear indexed language. 
We will construct a gsm T with T( D,,,) = L,, which operates as follows. (For the 
definition of 2 gsm, see Hopcroft and Ullman [6, p. 2723. A gsm is an a-transducer 
in the sense ot’ Ginsburg i4J.) If w#-)w’~ c I>,,, with M* E Li IS entered in T such that 
(* ) holds for n- = ctr( w), then, after reading W, the output of 7’ is rq . . . uku, and 
then, reading #‘MY”, T writes ~7~. _ . t‘,. 
Then, using the fact that each II,,,, tt 2 2, is the image of II,: by a gsm-mapping, 
we arrive at our result. 
Proof. Let L , r; 1” be ;t linear indexed language. By Theorem 3.4 there exists ;1 
controlled linear grammar (‘ -I= (G. p, ,izI, L.), where G = (N, Y, P, S) is ;I linear con- 
text-free grammar and L a context-free language such that L, = L(C) holds. Since 
L c M* is context-free, there exist n .:- 2, ;\ regular language L’E Xz and ;In 
alphabetic homomorphism ct, : A’: -3 M” with L = 4( D,, (7 II_!), where .‘i’,, = 
{s,, _u;, . . . , I-,,, s:,} is a paired alphabet and I), is the semi-Dgck language over X.,. 
Let A -= (.Q’, X,,, S’, 41, F’) be a deterministic finite state acceptor for LI. Construct 
the gsm T==(Q, .X,c~{#}, Y’, 8, yo, F) with Q = Q’ >c(h’v {e})u {I; J)}, # g X,,, 
qcB = [y,‘,, S], F‘ = { p} and S is defined tis follows: 
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(1) For all q~ Q’, XEX,: 
(1.1) If d(x)= e, then S([q. A], x) = ([S’(q, x), A], e) for all A E N u {e}. 
Furthermore, set S(p, x) = (p, e). 
(I 2) If 4(x) = m : A + uBv E P, then S([q, A], x) = ([S’(q, xl, B], u) and 
S(P, x)=(p, v)* 
(1.3) If 4(x) = m : A + u E P, then S([q, A], x) = ([S’(q, x), e], u) and S( p, x) = 
(P, 49. 
(2) S([q, e], #) = (r, e) for all q E F’ and S(r, #) = (p, e). 
Let us first state some properties of T. We assume that the transition function 6’ 
of A is extended to Q’ XXX ir! the usual way. 
Claim 1. lf ([q, A], w, e) t-* (iv’, B], e, u) holds with A, B E N u {e}, w E Xz, then 
q’ = S’(q, w). 
Claim 2. u ([q;, S], w, e) I--* ([q, A], e, u) holds for WE Xz, u E Y”, A E N v {e} 
and q E F’, then w E U. If *furthermore wE Dn, then C#J( w) E L. 
Claim. 3. 1’ HP E Xx with 4(w) = e, then ([q, A], w, e) I-* ([S’(q, w), A], 2, e) holds 
*for all A E N v (e} and q E Q’. Therefore, ([q, A], w, e) t-* ([S’(9, w), e], e, u) with 
A E N implies 4(w) # e. 
Claim 4. If ([9& S], w, e) I-* ([a A], e, u) for A E N u {e), w E Xz, then S ai: uAv 
with 7~ = 4(w) and (p, wR, e) t-* ( p, e, v). 
Proof: Let I WI = 0, i.e., 11~ = e and &( ~9) = e. Then A = S, and we have S -r’,. S and 
( p, e, 4) 1 -* ‘\pz L, e). 
Let M = H*‘s, x E Xn. 
(a) If &(s) = e, then 
([9:,, S], M% e) +* (I19, 4, -T @ t- iCW, -x9, AI, e, W. 
From the induction hypothesis we have S =$, uAv with 7r = 4(k) and 
( J4 \t*IR, e) +* ( p, e, P). From &( NY’) = 4( ~7) = r and (p, _w’~, e) t- * (p, e, P) the asser- 
tion follows. 
(b) If &(x)=m: A+u,Bv,, BEN or B=e and v,=e, then 
([9k S], Hi’-% 4) I--* ([9, A], x, u) F- ([S’(9, x), B], e, UU, ). 
From the induction hypothesis we have S=+ uAv wits n’ = &w’) and 
(p. WY e) t-* (p, e, ~9. 
Therefore, we have S 3, uu, Bv, u with 7~ = 7r’rn and ( p, x~‘~, e) I--* (p, e, ul v). 
Cluim S. [f S + UAP with A E N, then -for all w E Xz with CJ+V) = T we haue 
(l.9,‘~, Sl, v d I--* (C9, Al, e, u) and (p, N? e) +* (P, e, v). 
Prwf: Let 1 VI= 0 and let &\v) = x Then u = v = e and A = S. From Claim 3 we 
have ([ y,',, S], rt: e) +--* ([6’(9t, MP), S], e, e). Furthermore (p, MT’, e) F* (p, e, e) holds. 
Let r = n’rn and let M? E Xz with 4( ~9) = n= Then ~7 = M”xI~“’ with P( \v’) = 7c’, 
&( A-) = ?)I and (25( ~“3 = e. We have S =s,+ u’A’u j,, u’u”Av”d = trAv. 
With the aid of the induction hypothesis we conclude 
([ 9(:. S], M-“_YN”‘. e) I--* ([9’, A’], xw”, u’) I- ([9”, A], UT”, u’u”) I--* ([9, A], e, u’u”). 
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Furthermore, 
(P, MY e) = (p, w”Rxw’R, e) I---* (p, dR, 4) t- (p, wIR, d’) t-* ( p, e, d’u’) 
=(P, e, 20. 
Now let wI E T(Di,,). Then there exists a w E D,, with ([q& S], w#‘wR, e) 
I--* (p, e, w,). Therefore 
GJ;, Sl, w#2wR, e) t-* ([q, e], #wR, u) t- (r, #wR, u) t- (p, wR, u) 
with y E F’. Then* w E U (see Claim 2), which implies 4(w) E L. From Claim 4 we 
conclude S 3, uv with ?T = 4(w) and (p, wR, e) t-* (p, e, u). Therefore, M’~ =uo E f.,. 
This shows the inclusion T( Dirt) C L,. 
Now let w, E L,, i.e., S 3, uAu +,,a uu’n with rrrn E L. Then there exists a w E D,# n 
U with 4(w) = rrm. Let w = W’XW” with ~(MT’) = q 4(.x) = m and 4( w”) = e. From 
Claim 5 we have 
t[yi,, S], w@wK, e) t-* ([y’, A], x,r~“#‘~~, U) and (p, w”, e) t--* (p, v, r). 
Since 4(x) = no : A + u’, we have 
([q’, A], _w”#‘w~, u) t- ([4”. e], w”#‘w~, NU’). 
From Claim 3, 
([q”, e], w”#%~, W’) t-* ([q, e], #W, uu’) 
follows. From LClaim 1 we have S’(& W) = 4, and since w c CI; this implies (1 C- F’. 
Hence, we can proceed in the following way: 
+- ( p, My uu’) I-* (p, c, uu’c). 
Therefore, we have L, cr T(I>,,,). This completes the proof. ;11: 
It remains to show that each D,,,, II 1‘” 2, is the image of D,? under a gsm-mapping. 
Using well-known proof techniques, the following theorem can easily he shown. 
C’otnbininp Theorems 4.1 :tnd 4.2 we arrive kit the main result of this section. 
5. Parikh mappings of linear indexed languages 
The characterization of linear indexed languages given in Theorem 3.9 allows us 
to hctate :I Parikh theorem for linear indexed languages. Since there are indexed 
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languages which yield nc semilinear set under a Parikh mapping we yzan conclude 
that the linear indexed languages form a proper subclass of the indexed languages. 
For the definition of a Parikh mapping and a semilinear set, see, e.g., [5, p. 2261. 
Let X ={x,, . . . . x,} and Y={y,,.. . , ym} be alphabets and h,, h,: X*+ Y* be 
homomorphisms. Furthermore let $ : X* + N, and I+$ : Y* + N, be Parikh mappings. 
Define Cp :N, + N,, as @(cu) = #,(h,(w)h,(w)), where a EN, and w E X* with 
$(w) = a. Obviously, @ is a well-defined function. Furthermore, @ is a homomorph- 
ism. To this end take a, /? EN,, and let cy = I&V,) and p = (I/( w,) with wl, w2 E X*. 
Then $( w, w,) = ar + /3 and 
sj((~ +@)=$,(h,(w,w,)h,fw,w,)) 
= J/,qh,(w,)h,(w,)) + cLl(h,w)hzwd) 
= @(a) + G(P). 
Theorem 5.1. Let Y ,- {y,, . . . , y,,,] be an alphabet and L, c Y* be c, linear indexed 
language. Then $,( L,) is Q semilinear set, where {I, : Y* + N, is the Farikh mapping. 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.9 there exist an alphabet X = {x,, . . . , x,}, a comext- 
free language t G X* and two homomorphisms h,, h,: X* 3 Y* such that L, = 
{h,(~?)h~(w)~Iw~ L} holds. Let (Ir:X”-+N be the Parikh mapping. Then $(L) is 
a semilinear set, i.e., there are linear sets M,, . . . , Ad,., r 3 0, such that +(I!,) = u:_-, M,. 
Let @ be defined as above. Then @(M,) = R, are linear sets since @ is a 
homomorphism. Now let v = h,(w)hz(~& L,, where WE L. Then $(w)E M, for an 
iE:[l:r], and 
Therefore $,(L,)c IJ:_=, R,. 
Now let p E R, for an i E [ 1 : r]. Then there exists an LY E M, with @(a) = p. 
Furthermore, there exists a WE L with cy = JI( w). Since 
we conclude IJ: I R, c $,(L,). 
This completes the proof 01. the theorem. U 
. 
Recall that two languages are called letter-equivalent if they have the same image 
under the Parikh mapping. 
Corollary 5.2. Each linear indexed language is letter-equivalent to a regular set. 
Now we can prove the following inclusion theorem. 
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Theorem 5.3. The family of linear indexed languages is a proper subclass of the family 
qf indexed lunguages. 
Proof. The language {a*’ 1 k a I} is an indexed language but not a regular set. 0 
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